
 

 
“The seat of consciousness is in the heart” 

THE KAPHA INDIVIDUAL   

You tend to be tolerant, calm, forgiving, and loving; however, you also exhibit traits of greed, 
attachment, envy and possessiveness. You have large and white eyes and teeth. Thick hair and 
skin, both sometimes oily. You are usually shorter than the average or sometime exceptionally 
tall with a stocky build, large joints and wide body frame. You are challenged more than most 
to maintain weight with proneness to water retention and sluggish metabolism even though 
their appetite can be low and consistent. However you can have quite a sweet tooth. You have 
good endurance and good patience. You have good memory, just slow learning. You fall asleep 
easy, you are not known to be a nocturnal people. You are not a fan of cold, damp, and 
stagnant air. You have qualities of being particularly caring, patient and sensitive however, you 
have a proneness to laziness and for loosing discipline. You can also exhibit traits of greed, 
attachment, envy and possessiveness. 

SIGNS OF BALANCE 
When balanced you are the A-type of radiant health and nothing stops from moving forward to 
accomplish their goals. Your commitment to a personal practice and personal relationships are 
secure. Humility and devotion are sighs of your emotional evolution. You become charged with 
stamina, your joints behave normal, your mind is steady and stable, and you have a good sense 
of dignity. You are affectionate and forgiving in nature, while being courageous and you keep to 
a regular routine.  

SIGNS OF IMBALANCE 
You become possessive and attached to people’s time for you but using unclear 
communication. You are begin to search for an authority figure with misdirected efforts making 
you lost. You develop a tendency to sweet foods and lustful attractions.  

When you get out of balance you have the attitude that things must be done “MY way.” Your 
body becomes large from excessive eating and lack of exercise and you begin to feel unhealthy. 
Your blood pressure will have a tendency to be high and rise and your physical effort gets 
reduced to a minimum. Lovemaking becomes seldom and you loose your capacity for 
pleasure. Your complexion becomes pale, you often find yourself feeling cold, gaining weight 
and oversleeping, leading you to feel dull with stiff joints, constipation, and habits of laziness.  
You lack the motivation to complete projects that have been underway for some time.  



 

IMBALANCING CAUSING FACTORS 
Daytime sleeping, heavy foods and greasy foods, mixing many ingredients, lack of exercise or 
movement, excess sugar, Spring and Fall seasons, sweet, sour, salty foods. 

BALANCING ASANA FOR KAPHA 
To regain balance through yoga, practice slowly, move from pose to pose a lot slower than you 
normally would. Favour upper body development, around the chest and shoulders. Favour poses 
that open the throat area. Hold poses for longer, seek steadiness. The ideal inverted pose for you is 
Sarvangasana (shoulder stand) and its modifications, such as candlestick pose. Devotional practices 
that open their heart and generate love are the best. 

SHOULDER STAND (Sarvangasana / Vipareeta Karani Asana)  

SPINAL TWIST (Ardha Matsyendrasana) 

BOAT POSE (Naukasana) 

SEATED FORWARD FOLD (Paschimottanasana) 

PALM TREE POSE (Tadasana) 

BRIDGE POSE (Kandharasana) 

HEALING HERBS AND SCENTS  
Cayenne, black pepper, dry ginger, mustard, saffron, myrrh, aloe, cloves, rosemary, frankincense, 

sage and bayberry. 

To learn how to put into practice the Asanas and Pranayamas described above that pacify Vata, 
feel free to contact me for a private session where I can give you more guidelines and information 
tailored to your specific needs that you can then continue in your own time and space safely. 
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